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IViEMBEitSHIP
By Dee Gilbert
Total TAl~f{ IV1embership (11-1-84j; 124
Breakdown as follows:
Region
Number
Percentage
Canadian
4.1%
5
Central
45
J6.J%
International
2.4,i,
J
Northeastern
J2
25.8%
Southern
21
16.9%
Western
18
14.5%

.t _.. llllrllMq

Issued eleven times a year (June
through April) with a special mailing
of a Directory of Membership in May.

Please Welcome These New ~embers:
Jason l'v1cAninch, Grove City, OH
Andy Helminger, l'v1obile, Al
l'Vlike Pochop, Ballwin, l'V10
Jeffrey Rivers, Bothel, WA
Christian Hogendorn, N. Vasselboro, l'viE
Adam Nagel, Snellville, GA
Chuck Janda, LaGrange Park, lL
Victor Kumar, Powder Springs,_ GA
Alex Nagel, Edgewood, lA

Annual dues are as follows:
REnULAR (under 21) $10.00
ASSOCIATE (21 and up) $12.00
OVERSEAS (outside N. Amer.) $15.00
SUSTAINING (Regular & Associate) $15.00
Please address all renewals, membership
applications, address changes and compliants of non-receipt of TAl'VR publications to the TAMR Secretary.
TAMR SECRETARY: Dee Gilbert
Box 1098
LaGrange Park, IL
60525-9198
All other TAMR HOTBOX business, except
where specifically noted, is handled by
the Editor. Please address all comments
to the Editor
PUBLICATIONS.
Mark Kaszniak
EDITOR
•
4818 w. George Street
Chicago, IL 60641
The TAMR HOTBOX welcomes articles,
photographs (B&W only), artwork and
cartoons pertaining to model and/or
prototype railroad subjects. All items
for publication must be received JO
days before the month of publication.
The TAMR HOTBOX assumes that all items
are submitted for the mutual benefit
and enjoyment of the hobby by our
members and thus no payment will be
made upon publication.
FRONT COVER
As you may have guessed from this
month's cover, the Toonerville Trolley
has returned. Here l.'v.otorman Harry shows
us what happens when hi-tech comes to
Toonerville. You you can plainly see, all
the b\l?"S have yet to be exorcized from
the new computer system.
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Also, Please Welcome Back:
Robert Huron, Locust Valley, NY
l'viark Soloman, Casselberry, FL
Andy Halter, Bothel, WA
Jon .i.Vic.Lean, .ttllpi tas, CA
Patrick Tinnes, IViontebello, CA
Jeff Patelski, Vienna, VA
Gary Tempco, Oakbrook, IL
George Cunic, Allison Park, PA
Arthur Schuster, Timonium, bill
Joseph nehnert, Pottsville. PA
Jeff Vandenberg, Kimbet~y, IN!
CHECKS & BALANCES
By Claude ~orelli
7/1 uperating Balance
+$ 237.82
7/1 Savings Balance
125.51
7/1 Total Balance
J6J.JJ
7/1 Operating Balance
+$ 237.82
Income
• 561.08
Expenses
470.74
Balance
+ J28.16
HOTBOX 205 Expense*
108.14
Balance
+ 220.02
Transfer to 2-yr. fund
o.oo
Transfer to Savings
so.oe
12/5 Operating Balance
+$ 170.02
12/5 Savings Balance
+
175.51
12/5 Total Balance**
+$ 345,53
* lncludes other expenses
** Not including 2-yr. member funds
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BY MARK

KASZNIAK, EDITOR

THOUGHTS AT LARGE

~

First, I want to apologize for the
tardiness of the past couple of issues.
The reasons are many and varied and I
don't want to bore you with all the
sorted details. However, one element
of the delay involved the transfer of
funds from the Secretary to the
Treasurer and the recent move of our
Secretary. Funds got delayed in the
move and thus there was some hesitation
to approve funds for publication when
we were not sure they were available.
Add to this the recent dip in our
renewal rate {which is climbing back
up now) and you might be able to
appreciate some of the discussions that
were engaged over our finances. Hopefully, we have the situation in hand
now and our money flow will be more
stable.
Second, I'd like to state that the
21st anniversary issue of the HOTBOX
will be delayed. Initial plans were to
issue it in January, but due to a lack
of article submissions and little
advance planning, we figured a much
better issue will result if it is
issued right before the convention.
So be lookinf' for it sometime next
summer. Article submissions are now
being accepted for that issue. We'd
like to include some top notch articles
inside on the status of teen model
railroading. Thus anything you might
care to submit on what teens are doing
in the hobby is welcomed.
Third, Model Railroader's youth
author contest is now history. Scanning
the winners in the January 1985 issue,
I unfortunately did not see any TAi\'k
members' names listed. However, I do
know that some TAIVR members had indeed
entered the contest. As far as I know,
non-winning entries are being returned.
If any member is looking for a publishinr
outlet for his/her article, the HOTBCJX
will be happy to print it. Our goal is
November
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to print the experiences of teen modeler2
in our hobby. Although your article may
not be up to lvlh standards, we believe in
sharing the ideas rather than how well
you can type or take photos. You can also
be assured that we will not embarrass you
by stating that you were one of' the loser2
of the contest. Any submission received
by me is considered to have been written
for the HO'I'BOX. So don't throw out those
articles in which you've put a lot of
hard effort, instead send tnem to us so
they can be shared with our members. we
believe that you just might have something interesting to say.
Fourth, back in October l visited our
Auditor, Steve Craig, in Urbana, lL where
he is attending college. The purpose of
the visit was three-fold: (1) 1 hadn't
seen Steve since 1979 when members of' the
Central hegion traveled down to i\'Jt.
Vernon on an extended railfanning trip;
(2) Steve was preparing and article on
the Illini lliodel Flailroad Club of which
he is ~resident and wanted me to takP
some pictures as illustrations for a
future HOTBOX article and (J) we needed
some time together to discuss next year's
21st anniversary convention. Let me
pass along some thoughts to you on some
of the ideas we discussed £or our convention.
We agreed that there should be model
contests at the convention where teen
modelers could show off their handiwork.
Judging could either by done by experiencec
modelers or by popular vote. This would
be coupled with an awards banquet. To
help promote the TAi\'lh, a TE.t;N ThAK display
with a promotion booth should be set up
at the manufacturer's show during the
convention. Clinics on various topics,
such as locomotive repairs and rebuilding,
scenery construction, module construction,
etc. , should be held for our members.
Perhaps some sort of prototype tour could
be arranged for our members. Convention
costs to be kept to the bare minimum so
as many members as possible can attend.
Housing will be a problem, but hopefully
members will be willing to share motel
accomodations thus making it more
economical for all. We agreed that the
TAlV.h. should not be involved in the
reserving of motel space simply because
of cost considerations for no-shows.
However, we will be willing to help match
people up so that the costs will remain
economical. We hope to hold some sort of
general business meeting where problems
can be discussed and opinions solicited
from the membership at large.
So far all the input has been from
our officers on this matter. lf you are
planning on coming to lv.ilwaukee, l would
like to know what you think should be
included in the program to make it a
successful convention.

Tuu ner- ville
T,-.u11eY
By "Motorman" Harry
Hello again fellow modelers! Please
excuse me for such a lengthy delay between articles. However, I'm sure that
many of you have already incorporate d
an interurban or streetcar line on your
layouts.
Electric.op erations were so common
trundling over the hills and through the
dales in the simplier times of American
life. Many modelers, like myself, choose
the "Roaring Twenties," circa 1920 to
19J5, as their time period for modeling
as it gives you an excuse to run both
open trolleys and PCC's.
However, one of the things that plagues
most modelers about trolley modeling is
the installatio n of overhead and in
particular, the overhead associated with
track switches. Now many companies, such
as the Suydam l'iiodel Co., provide many
small trolley model items for overhead
including turnout frogs. Yet you can do
as I do and make your own for less money.
First, go to your local .. hobby shop
and see if they have a piece of thin
sheet brass. If not, ask to see if they
can order it for you. As soon as you
obtain this sheet, use a permanent marker
to draw out a pattern of a frog on the
brass sheet. They should look like the
patterns shown in Figure 1 below.

Left

Hight

iww you are ready to place this frog
into your overhead wire. hopfully you
have already laid the straight portion
of the turnout overhead and · ,,
to worry about is the curv:;;.,. •Hin ..,.
trolley wi:th.a1work i:ng pole through the
curved side of the track switch several
times. Pay particular attention to see
just where the trolley pole leaves the
overhead. 'rhis is the point where you
will locate the overhead frog, see
figure 2.

Figure 2: Placement of trolley frog
At the point where the trolley p~le leaves
the wire, make two cuts about a half an
inch apart from one another. Then at
each end of the wire make a 90 degree
downward bend. Place the frog in the
wire and tighten the wire in the frog
holes. See figure J. Solder the wire to
the frog from the top only. Cut away the
projecting pieces of wire on the underside of the frog.

Wye

~JTy4''
t==:
Figure 11 Patterns for trolley frog

Figure J: Installatio n procedure

Cut out the patterns from the brass sheet
and punch out the black dot holes as
indicated on the pattern. Next bend down
the sides on the frog (not the ends)
about an eighth of an inch each.

Now add the spur wire following the same
procedure as for the stright section.
When completed the whole affir should
look something like figure 4.
(cont'd next page;
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Figure 41
Completed
Installat ion
Trolley
Poles

~

There, see how easy it is to install
your own homemade overhead turnout frogs.
All it takes is a little time, a little
patience and a little effort. In my next
article, we'll cover finding a name for
your system, what types of cars you
should and want to use, customizi ng
and remodelin g and perhaps even some
scratchbu ilding. Until then, don't get
off your trolley.
Here is a partial list of the quantitie s
of back issues of the HOTBOX that are
available . See back cover of the HOTBOX
for prices and ordering informati on.
Once these are gone, that is all there
are.
Number
~
Jan/Feb. 1981
J.Vlarch/April 1981
May/June 1981
5
July/Augu st 1981
10
Septembe r/October 1981
10
November/ December 1981
10
January 1982
10
February 1982
10
J.Vlarch 1982
10
April 1982
0
May 1982
10
June 1982
10
July 1982
10
August 1982
10
September 1982
4
October 1982
9
November 1982
10
December 1982
10
January 1983
1
February 1983
10
March 198)
10
April 198)
10

4
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As you have probably already guessed,
the Editor spent a lot of time on the
Amtrak feature that appeared in the
September issue of the HOTBOX. ~ot only
was informati on gathered from a variety
of sources, but all if it had to be
cross-che cked as much as possible to
assure that it was accurate. Several of
our more prototypi cally oriented members
have confessed in private conversat ions
that it was a well researche d article.
Of course, if you know of any errors and
would like to bring them to our attention ,
we will be happy to pass them along.
Yet I could tell that the project was
sorta getting to l.Vark near the end. Having
to deal constantl y im the world of Amfleet,
Amcoaches , Amloungee and Amdinette s is
enough to drive a1~one a .Litt.Le bit loone;y.
Still ~lark could not resist compiling a
sort of Amdiction ary while working up
the article. As we couldn't include it
in the article, we thO'Ught we'd reproduce it here for you1
Ambush - bearded Amtrak conductor
Amflak - Amtrak public relations person
Amquak - Amtrak company doctor
Amsak - sleeping car
Amtrak - long journey via Amtrak
Amfacts - Timetable s
Ambrr - unheated Amcoach
Amhot - Amcoach with faulty air condition ing
Amigo - friendly bar car
Amclak - sound of Amtrak trains on rails
Amcrash - servive disruptio n
Am-oops - small Amcrash
Amess - result of Am-oops or Amcrash
Amrust - non-stain less steel car
Amcrack - broken window on Amcoach
Ambiguous - arrival and departure times
in Amtrak timetable s
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By Joseph Abruzzo

Believa.ble

Stories

For

One thing that I have noticed about
teen modelers is that they prefer to
make up their own railroads rather than
modeling some specific prototype. The
reason for this is that most teens
probably don't have a lot of experience
with one particular railroad (like being
an engineer, getting a cab ride, etc.)
and thus they develop an interest in
several different prototypes. Another
reason may be is that many teen modelers
don't have the time or interest to
research a particular prototype road
to model it accurately especially if it
is across the country.
The problem that occurs from this
modeling technique is that a modeler
. sometimes comes upon a section of the
prototype that just seems perfect for
modeling and tries to include it on
his/her layout. Then when visitors
come who are familiar with that section
of the prototype, they do not appreciate
this wholesale lifting of prototype
scenes without the appropriate prototype
models to go with them. Thus your
credibility as a modeler will be at
stake unless you can come up with some
believable story for the territory you
have just "claimed" in model form.
Thus I have developed the following
explanations which you may wish to
use as a basis for explaining that
section of your layout. I hope that
they prove useful.
First, you could have your road buy
that favorite section of the prototype. If your road is going to be a
ba~~woods line , usually management
~ill only be able to make the purchase
in small portions. The whole branch
is then considered to be yours while,
in actuality, it is still partly the
former road's property. There is a
catch though (isn't there always),
the selling railroad gets full trackage
rights until your road pays off the
debt. After that, all trackage rights
will require a fee.
The second story, simply a merger
involving your favorite road(s). This
is a good technique if you have more
than one favorite railroad. A good
feature of this is that it follows the
modern trends of merging. You can then
model the early merger--with the paint
schemes of the mergees still in great
abundance.or the late merger period
where there is mostly new schemes
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with a few of the old ones still.l around
due to a lack of funds for a locomotive
upgrading program or just to keep the
local railfans happy. For an added touch,
put the initials of the pre-merger roads
(ala the Family Lines) on the cabs of
the locomotives. You can justify this
by saying that the newly formed road
is simply a holding company controlling
the stock of the older railroads and
that equipment must be proportioned to
the older roads for tax accounting
purposes.
A third story is that your road has
trackage rights over that portion of
the prototype that you wish to model.
The only problem here is that unlike the
two previous options, modeling some
prototype equipment is almost mandatory
otherwise people might begin to-wonder
why your road doesn.' t own the track and
is the only railroad present.
~o there are three options for you
to use in explaining why you are modeling
a section of a prototype road. They all
have certain advanatges in that you can
model your favorite section of the
prototype without any hassles (the reason
for writing this article in the first
place). This also gives you a chance to
model some prototype equipment and have
a reason for running it on your railroad.
After all, no railroad exists in a
vacuum. There must be some source of
outside connections to generate and ship
materials to. Involving a prototype
railroad in this area helps to extend the
"beyond the baseu.ent" couce,tJt of your
layout. It gives the illusion that your
railroad isn't just moving things from
here to there in a set, limited space,
but that there is a far reaching network
that you can pursue.
As for private road name decals, they
really aren't that much of a problem.
Although herald King is out of the
private decal business, several other
firms have stepped into their place. Une
of the better ones is hail Graphics (
1111 Beechwood hd., Buffalo Grove, IL
600JO, send LSSAE for sample). They will
send you a price list, information sheet
and free decal.

TAlvlh.
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speeds between 80 and 100 scale miles
per hour. This should be even less with
transistorized or pulse power supplies.
MAINTENANCE
foaximum passenger car load lall pulliT)b
tests done with ~adee equipped Con-Cor
passenger cars) is about five, six to
OF
eight on a level track. ~tart voltage is
approximately 6 volts on new units,
dropping down to 5 volts on units that
WAY
are well broken in. l suggest that
before you start normal operations with
these units that you lube the trucks
with ~aBelle ff106 lubricant. ~lace a pin
head amount on each visible gear from
• of W h a product rewl. . column trritten bJ' our
on aodel railroad1J'll
and railf'&nninill" 1 t . . . that 9Q be of 111\erut to 7011. All the opiniona preHn'ted
the underside of the truck and run for
•r• tho" ot th• revi ...r and an •& neceuarllJ U.O.e ot tM 1·.,. or the
HOTJOX. Plea. . eubait rewi. . . W tM ffDToO.I Ui'&or.
about 15 minutes in each direction at
the minimum speed that the locomotive
N scale Model Power F40PH List price:
will move without stalling. rhis will
$24.00.
evenly spread the lubricant, reduce gear
noise and smooth out operation. wvheel
All operational and electrical data
~auge on the units is nearly perfect.
was obtained from a layout with a
The pilots, as originally mounted, have
grade of slightly less than 2.5% and a
to have the corners at track level
power supply producing at the track a
rounded
off to prevent catching on track
maximum of 11.5 volts DC with no
switches.
'rhis does not alter the overaL
measurable AC ripple.
appearance
as not much filing is needed·
Exterior Appearance - Silver paint
to
gain
the
necessary clearance. use a
varies from slightly dusty in appearance
small,
flat,
finish grade file for this
to brand new among the four Amtrak units
work.
Kadee
H1110
coupler conversions
that I own. Striping is good to excellent. are recommended
by
1v.odel !'ower for this
The stripes are e9ual in width thus inunit
and
they
do
a
great deal in adding
dicating that it is a Phase III paint
to the overall appearance of the model.
scheme. The word "Amtrak" is very clear
ro Increase '1 raction - hemove the rear
and is properly positioned on the side
truck mounting pin, remove the truck
of the unit. The number, "J14", varies
frame. Now with a thin bladed knife or
from sharp and legible to partially
screwdriver, gently pry off the wheels
gone and is also properly positioned
on the rear axle. heplace these with
on the sides. However, I must point out
traction tired wheels used on tilodel
that the number J14 and the paint
Power's
hSD15's as these have an indentic
scheme on this unit are more correct for
diameter and axle hole. Depending on
those Amtrak units with larger fuel
the grade, you should now be able to pull
tanks~ This model has a rear mounted
14 to 18 ~adee trucked passenger cars.
1'200 gallon fuel tank with a battery
Do not attempt to add more traction tires
box in front of it. This indicates that
to the unit as motor overheating and
it is a Phase I F40PH and thus should
electrical
pickup problems will result.
be numbered in the 200-229 series and
Monitor the heat output of the motor very
also have a Phase I paint scheme (i.e.
carefully after the traction tires have
a t~in white stripe sandwiched between
been installed. Do not try to add more
a wiide red stripe on top and a wide blue weight
unit as the motors are
stripe on the bottom). These 1200 gallon running toat the
close to their maximum tolF40's were designed for short intercity
erances. Current draw on the units should
runs, .but have pulled down assignments
vary between .1 and .2 amps.
on longer runs as well. Exhaust fan
You will find that each unit has its
detail in the roof is very good and the
own top operating speed. 1 his makes
holes in the plastic molding for the
multiple unit operation difficult. For
roof vents help with heat dissipation.
this type of running, try to pair two
Interior - The motor is rated at 16
units
that have the closest speed ranges.
volts DC. Of the five units that I have
Also,
each
unit runs faster in one
(one in a Chicago RTA shell), one motor
direction
than
the other. l have found
runs very cool while the others have
that the maximum temperature of the unit
maximum operating voltages of between
is reached within the first five minutes
8 to 10 volts. Above these voltages,
of
operation and does not change after
excessive heat develops. These are not
that.
During the break-in period, you
fast running uni ts~>but at the -eight
will
have
higher operating temperatures.
volt level, after:breaking-in, they
If
you
can
not touch the mounting screw
operate at a reas"O.nable scale speed.
on
the
bottom
of your upper lip, it is
Some testing on nW:. ·layout .§_howed· top
running too hot. ~et it cool and then
continue the breaking in.
November
1984
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BACK ISSUES
Don't miss your chance to get these valuable back issues of the rrt ~;.- 1 "'"""r""
All back issuet. are available for the outrageously low price of '+vii- ..
Order from the Publications Editor and please make checks or money orders 0
payable to the TANffi. Cash can not be accepted, but first class postage
stamps can be substituted. Quantities on some issues a.re very liimi..ted.
October 1983 - Youngstown Duncan & Bedford mRR, Local Cab ¥riority,
Toonerville Trolley, columns, more.
November 1983 - Seaview Transportation Co., Layout design, columns, more.
December 1983 - Ultimate Passenger train - I, columns, more.
January 1984 - Ultimate passenger train - II, columns, more.
February 1984 - Ultimate passenger train - III, ~.iSC report, columns, more.
March 1984 - Toonerville Trolley, 1984 Elections, weathering, columns, more.
April 1984 - Maintenance of Way Special issue, columns, more.
MaY 1984 - Membership Directory
June 1984 - Pullman & Ghost Ridge mRR, From the Scrapbox, columns, more.
July 1984 - Dawn of the Diesel Age, Prototyping a Pike, Acrylics & Pastels,
columns, more.
August 1984 - Long Island RR, Long Island Photo album, columns, more.
September 1984 - Modeling Amtrak, Amtrak history, Amtrak locomotive
roster, columns, more.
While they last!! Issues are also available from 1981, 1982 and early
1983. Will send you six issues £or the low price of $J.OO. Please specify
which year you desire and either the first half or second half of the
year. Quantities are~ limited so we reserve the right to substitute
copies. Once these are gone, this offer will not be repeated.

<n"J\Jll l;@aJi<OX ,
Box 1098
La Grange Park, IL

the "Un-~.iagazine of ~odel Railroading

60525
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